Parsa Wireless Communications and Marquis Technologies
announce Strategic Alliance
Parsa Wireless, a leader in IP Discovery and reverse engineering, is announcing a
strategic alliance with Marquis Technologies, the company founded by the former leaders
of Rockstar.
Through this alliance, Parsa Wireless customers will have access to an expanded
technical footprint that includes Parsa's traditional strengths in the areas of Wireless
Communications, Computers, Semiconductors, Media and Consumer Electronics, but
now also includes the deep knowledge of the Nortel/Rockstar engineering team and its
expertise in Software, Data Networks, Operator Networks and all things Telecom, led by
former Nortel/Rockstar CTO Gillian McColgan.
Also, the alliance is now offering IP strategic advisory services and patent portfolio
management services. This capability is led by John Veschi, former Rockstar CEO, and
includes the insight of other exRockstars, including Chad Hilyard (CIPO) and Afzal
Dean (VPLicensing). Prior to Rockstar, this team led the Nortel IP function through the
historic $4.5B bankruptcy sale, and has prior experience running P&L IP Businesses
inside large multinational corporations.
"Our customers trust Parsa Wireless to provide solid reverse engineering and technical
analysis," said Kourosh Parsa, CEO of Parsa Wireless. "They have also asked us to help
them on the strategic side  help them figure out their options and what steps they should
consider once they have a better understanding of their IP. Now, with this alliance with
John and the Marquis team, we can provide them this insight along with our traditional
services, all under one umbrella. We are very excited to be moving forward with this
next step in our corporate evolution."
"This is a winwin," said John Veschi, Marquis CEO. "We have the opportunity to
connect our strong technical team with the worldclass folks at Parsa Wireless, while
simultaneously finding ways to help Parsa's key customers navigate the challenging IP
landscape. We are excited to be part of this team."
Key members of the Parsa and Marquis teams will be at IPBCAsia in Tokyo, and will be
available for 1:1 discussions regarding their combined capabilities.

